Gypsy Swing in the Spirit of Django Reinhardt

Some Suggestions for Wedding Dances (or Ceremony)
Below are selections from our repertoire that you may find suitable for special dances during your celebration.
Traditionally this might include but is certainly not limited to: couple’s first dance, mother/son dance,
father/daughter dance, etc. Whenever possible, samples are versions from the gypsy swing genre, often
Django Reinhardt himself. So, many of the recordings are old. Tempos can be varied to suit your wishes on
most tunes. Some versions are included solely to include lyrics on tunes that, in some cases we can do vocals
on if you wish. All can be played instrumentally, and many of them are instrumentals as written.
If you have a particular request for a song, or like a different tune from our repertoire for this, please feel free
to let us know.
All Of Me (usually a little upbeat , you may find the lyrics suitable)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLjG8L4nnh4
Piano based group with vocal so you can hear the lyrics and slower tempo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6FK47lptKA
Anniversary Song
As a Swing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhBmXV9JcvU
As a Waltz: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmvXB-FzNO8
Clair De Lune (Moonlight)
Django Reinhardt doing it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tznwJTO9nUA
This is us doing it at a small concert – not the best recording, but it’s us:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd9sUifLK2Q
Danse Norvegienne (Norwegian Dance)
This is us doing it at a small concert – not the best recording, but it’s us:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wd9sUifLK2Q
Django’s Castle (Manoir De Mais Reeves)
Django playing it, also with sax: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6GdpTHa9Ic
A modern gypsy swing band version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anJLkOplTbo
Exactly Like You – a little more up tempo, you may like the lyrics, we can do it with vocals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9eTPHn9QJI
Fascination – a waltz
Instrumental & vocal, we’d do it as instrumental: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kX-NN443ODk
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I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P0hG3sD0-E with vocals so you can hear lyrics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXWjQKXq0Mw instrumental
I Can’t Give You Anything But Love –A little more upbeat but could work – you may want to see if you like the
lyrics – we can do the vocal.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTX2ahPhHS8
If I Had You
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHmO6VD_1zg
It Had To Be You
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bbDqp1JV5lU
Je Suis Seul Ce Soir (I Am Alone Tonight) not a great title for this purpose but a beautiful tune and it’s an
instrumental.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Xljp-4DoJ8
Just The Way You Look Tonight
Vocal with lyrics, we’d play it as instrumental: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gab2Vuz2Nk
Instrumental: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0U5JLXw78q0
La Vien Rose
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEJP1Zs88k0
Let Me Call You Sweetheart – Waltz
Instrumental: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEhuvqWw8fM
Vocal – we’d do it as instrumental, also they forst do it as waltz, then switch to swing – we can just do waltz or
shift gears like on this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vknXfzeO50
Moonglow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm9zli5lWSo
Nuages
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LY2BQk9s11Y
Out Of Nowhere
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXBahgMt5P0 - instrumental
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSDq67JiIRQ – vocal to hear lyrics
September Song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdmicjJwkOU
Si Tu Savais
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZY6PBuXcNw
Stardust
Hot Club featuring our clarinetist at a Caffe Lena concert:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5ScH2Jb0eY

There Will Never Be Another You
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-EqD4xUVAQ
When I Fall In Love
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrjU313TEq4 - instrumental
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfAb0gNPy6s – vocal to hear lyrics
Under Paris Skies – Waltz
Instrumental (lyrics may not be wedding themed, but it’s a beautiful waltz for those who like to waltz):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbaKFX2sjCc
Whispering
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWuKAVvQDT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG2JueinWZs – so you can hear the lyrics, we would do it instrumentally

